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Check Our Recent Interview

News From Around PA
PA Rep. Guy Reschenthaler predicts the GOP will retake the US House over the Dems impeachment obsession.

The Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Ctr in Allentown has received a $2000 grant from the American Library Association Census Equity Fund. Executive Director Adrian Shanker noted the center was “the only LGBT community center to receive the grant, and the only agency of any kind to receive the grant in Pennsylvania.”

Erie County Democrat Party LGBTQIA+ Caucus will be electing its board and officers during the January meeting.

The Persad Center, the Pittsburgh LGBTQ mental health center, voted to join the United Steelworkers.

Shortly after Persad’s decision to join the union, it was announced that due to financial issues Persad faces closure or a merger with Allies for Health+Wellbeing.

Concerned because the merger would mean the therapists would be “allies” rather than LGBTQ.

News From National Scene

Iowa Safe Schools, which pushes the LGBTQA+ agenda, was instrumental in having the transgender blue, pink and white flag flown over the capitol of Iowa. Legislators are vowing to introduce a bill that would only permit the US and Iowa flags on the official capital flag pole.

During an interview with Vice TV, actress Jane Fonda called for Nuremberg-style trials for those who run fossil fuel companies, the politicians who support them and other so-called “climate criminals,” saying “They should be tried for crimes against nature.” Remember the Nuremberg Trials were war crimes military tribunals held in 1945 and 1946. Of the 199 former German officers and Nazi government officials tried, thirty-seven were sentenced to death.

Christianity Today Editor-in-Chief Mark Galli is coming under fire from not only Franklin Graham, but Dr. James Dobson and the Christian television network TBN, for calling for President Donald Trump’s removal from office.

Democrats in the Virginia House of Delegates have proposed bills that would override local zoning ordinances in order to bring in public housing to every neighborhood statewide. Proponents of “upzoning” say the changes are necessary because suburbs are bastions of segregation and elitism, as well as bad for the environment.

It appears that Drag Queen Story Hour has come to the Kennedy Center and landed right smack in the middle of a timeless, family-friendly musical so that My Fair Lady took on an entirely different meaning from what playwrights Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe intended - including simulated sex acts!
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